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Introduction

I

t has become fairly obvious in the gaming industry that the future of slot
machines will be seriously jeopardised unless millennials become involved
fairly soon. While young players are not at all likely to participate to the level
which their parents and grandparents did – by sitting for hours on end, pulling
one-armed bandits – they might very possibly be enticed by the right product
and the right delivery. Enter the third-party content providers, who specialise in
games developed for the mobile generation.
Matt Davey, CEO of Las Vegas-based NYX Gaming Group, puts it this way, “We’re
talking about games that are more engaging straightaway, without the player
having to play for two or three hours. Once you move out of the analogue
hardware side of the business into the digital software side, you have a lot more
power to deploy games that are more appropriate for the new generation of
players.” Since NYX Gaming Group is a global content provider housing a library
of more than 300 individual games, Mr. Davey’s assessment of the current
situation certainly carries some credibility.
Seconding that opinion is Kent Young, game designer and founder of Spin
Games, based in Reno, Nevada. “For the millennial generation, it’s all about
entertainment, connectivity, and immediacy. For pre-millennials, the social
component wasn’t as important, but these kids are used to jumping on their
phones and playing Xbox; they don’t have the patience to put $10 worth of coins
in a slot machine. Their experience needs to be seamless, quick and easy.”
According to Rubin Brown’s Gaming Services Group, the authoritative provider
of gaming statistics in the U.S., the iGaming industry grew at a rate of 32% in
2016, earning an estimated $212 million in the process, and showing substantial
growth for the third consecutive year. Compared to growth of the overall gaming
industry, which was a much more modest 2% in 2016, the iGaming segment
is clearly gaining widespread interest from players. This kind of growth and
popularity holds great promise for the future of iGaming in particular, and
provides a very strong complement to the traditional brick-and-mortar casino
operations which have held the public fascination for so long.
Whether or not this kind of growth can be sustained is uncertain, but for the
time being, it seems likely that video slots have captured the imagination and
interest of a whole new generation of players.
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How the Slot Machine
Became King

The Invention of Slot Machines
According to which source you believe, the slot machine was either invented
in 1887 by a transplanted Bavarian immigrant named Charles Fey, or in 1891
by two partners named Sittman and Pitt. Fey called his invention the Liberty
Bell, because it had three reels which each displayed five symbols, including a
horseshoe, a heart, a diamond, a spade, and – you guessed it – a Liberty Bell.
The Sittman/Pitt slot machine was based on the poker card game, although it
used 50 cards instead of 52, and these were featured on five spinning drums,
each of which would display a five-card poker hand. The higher the poker hand
on any given spin, the more money a player could win.
Both slot machines required a
player to pull a lever to start the
reels or drums spinning (hence the
one-armed bandit designation)
and both required that players
insert a coin in order to win specific
amounts of money based on the
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results. One of the big differences between these two slot machine inventions
was that the Liberty Bell machine automatically dispensed coin prizes
depending on spin results, whereas the Sittman/Pitt slot machine did not.
Another difference was that a great many more combinations were possible
with the Sittman/Pitt poker-based machine, because it used five reels instead
of the three on the Liberty Bell machine. It was perhaps this simpler operation
which allowed the Liberty Bell machine to become more popular.
While both versions were rapidly installed in a great many bars, saloons
and other venues, it was really the Liberty Bell version of Charles Fey which
captured the public imagination and commenced the slot machine boom in this
country. In any case, from that time forward, slot machines became extremely
popular as other manufacturers developed their own versions of slots, and a
tremendous foothold for this new kind of
gaming was firmly established.

The Evolution of Slot
Machines
It was only natural that from these
early versions of slot machines, that
more sophisticated models would be
developed, and that enhancements
would be included to increase their
appeal to the public. One particularly
successful development occurred when
fruit symbols started being used in
the display on the spinning reels. For
whatever reason, these fruit symbols had
tremendous appeal, and became so widespread that they would come to be
considered the standard symbols on slot machines. Even to this day, a great
many slot machines still make use of fruit symbols, and in some places of the
world, slot machines themselves are actually referred to as ‘fruit machines’.
Another innovation which took off like wildfire in slot machines was the
1963 development of a machine called Money Honey, invented by Bally
Manufacturing. The reason Money Honey was so significant is that it was the
first completely electronic slot machine, and its impact on the industry was
enormous. Instead of pulling a handle to start reels spinning, a button could be
pressed to begin the process. This of course signalled the demise of the one2 | Online Slot Machines

armed bandit, and propelled slot machines into the
20th century. Money Honey actually included a couple
other innovations which had great appeal: players
could retain reels for a subsequent spin, and they
could actually nudge the reels in an attempt to create a
winning combination.
After Money Honey, electronic games underwent
even more advances, and the slot machine evolved
even more. Gone were the spinning wheels or drums
of yesteryear, replaced by simple reels displayed
graphically on a video screen. This in turn paved the
way for the introduction of second-screen games which
featured bonus rounds, in which the reels displayed
would change to a different screen where additional
payouts could be earned. To continue the evolutionary journey, the next big
innovation occurred near the end of the 20th century, with the advent of online
casinos and their appearance all over the Internet.

The Emergence of Online Slots
Right from the beginning, online casinos offered the public a wide range of slot
games, and this is still the case today. Slot machines have always been among
the most popular casino games, and that popularity has carried over into the
online environment, with a great many more players now having access to the
games.
The online slot games themselves have undergone a great many changes since
the first ones appeared, with constantly changing themes, and a great many
features which add more excitement to the gaming experience, as well as
providing more chances to win. Some online games have progressive jackpots
which increase over time, with the potential to grow into huge payouts.
Progressive games have the chance to generate huge sums of money because
they are linked across states and across the country, and some of them even
have bonus games included. With this kind of setup, online casinos can
generate multi-million-dollar jackpots which have the same broad appeal that
winning the lottery would.
In fact, it might be very difficult for you to find a video slot game now that
doesn’t include some kind of bonus, or have some very special features to
entice the avid slot machine player. Whether it’s free games, exciting game
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themes, or progressive jackpots which stagger the imagination, today’s online
slots games have evolved so far beyond Charles Fey’s original Liberty Bell
invention, that it might be difficult to even see the connection.

The New World of Electronic Video Slots
Modern video slots bear little resemblance to their predecessors developed in
the late 19th century. The mechanical devices of the 1890’s were comprised of
a few basic mechanical parts including coin slots, hoppers, levers, and reels.
By contrast, the modern video slots are made up of more than 1,200 individual
components, requiring some level of hands-on intervention by more than 300
people involved in the design, manufacture, and assembly of the game.
Nowadays, the most important parts of a video slot game are the bill validators,
machine cabinets, the random number generator software, and touch screens.
The level of manufacturing complexity is also borne out in the procedure for
actually playing the game: the original straightforward slot machine had you
inserting a coin, pulling a handle, and looking for a combination of symbols
across a payline. To play a modern video slot game, you are required to choose
how much to bet, insert paper money or tickets, and press buttons on the
screen to start the game.
At the same machine, you can bet as little as a penny or as much as $100,
depending on how lucky you feel that day. Instead of a physical rotating reel
from the mechanical era, today’s reels present 3-D animations on a video
screen, and instead of a single payline, there might literally be dozens of ways
to win or lose a single game.
Another huge difference between the original slot machine games and those of
the present time is the fact that today’s games can be linked to other games,
and they are also often linked to a casino’s marketing department for the
purpose of gathering player data.
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From Black Friday to
the Slots Renaissance

The Events of Black Friday
Black Friday is the term given by the global online poker community to the
events which occurred on April 15, 2011, when the United States Department of
Justice issued an indictment against the three largest online poker websites in
this country, which were PokerStars, Full Tilt Poker, and Absolute Poker. All three
of these companies had no choice but to withdraw their services from American
players, although they could still provide service to other countries outside the
US, where most of their business was.
Prior to Black Friday, a law had been passed in 2006 called the Unlawful
Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), which did not specifically prohibit
Americans from playing online poker, but did make it illegal to transfer funds to
and from gambling sites. When the Black Friday indictments were handed down,
the three major online poker sites mentioned were charged with violating the
UIGEA, and with bank fraud, money laundering, and illegal gambling.
The 75 bank accounts used for the transfer of funds to and from the websites
were issued restraining orders, the domain names for the websites were seized,
and a civil suit seeking $3 billion worth of damages was levied against the three
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online poker sites. Eventually, deals were struck between the sites and the US
Department of Justice, so that players would be allowed to withdraw the money
from their accounts, although further play would still be prohibited.
In 2013, legalised online poker returned to the United States to a much lower
profile, when the states of New Jersey, Delaware, and Nevada passed legislation
to allow legal play of online poker. All those American players who had
relied on playing poker online for their livelihoods, or at least as a supplement
to their incomes, had been forced after Black Friday to go overseas to
continue playing.
With the implementation of legalised poker in these three states, some players
came back to enjoy their favourite form of entertainment, now fully legalised in
restricted locales. In 2013, when New Jersey announced its legalization, by the
end of the calendar year it had surpassed the creation of more than 125,000
online accounts for online poker play.
Prior to the Black Friday indictment, online poker in the US was undergoing a
tremendous boom, and was rapidly becoming the most popular gaming choice
available, but the events of Black Friday completely let the air out of that
balloon. Today there is an outlet for the most avid fans to play online poker if
they’re willing to travel to one of the three states where it’s legal, but for fans in
the other 47 states, they can only wait and hope that legislation banning online
poker play is reversed, or that their specific states overrule federal regulations.
How Slot Games Evolved with Black Friday
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It is considered by experts in the gaming industry more than a little likely that
the Black Friday criminalisation of online poker play served to encourage
many gamers to transfer their interest to online slots as a legalised substitute.
While this would be difficult to prove in terms of verifiable statistics, it can
certainly be noted that since 2011, online slots have experienced a powerful
boom in play.
This explosive growth is a trend that continues even to the present time, and
while it is certainly true that this surging interest is at least partly due to the
enhancements and added features of online video games, it’s also likely that
among the broad contingent of American online gamers, there are more than a
few frustrated poker players.
At any rate, slots are now available to anyone who has access to them online,
while their land-based cousins are still undergoing their own continuous
transformation, with new themes, new games, and new bonus features.
However, while land-based casinos are prevalent in only certain geographic
areas of the country, online slot games can be played anywhere and
everywhere, with more than 2,000 online casino sites currently available. For
the gamer who still feels the thrill of winning, and the excitement that rides on
every spin, online slot games represent the proverbial scratch that satisfies
the itch.
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A Major Face-Lift for
Slot Games
Challenging the AAA Gaming Landscape
In the view of many millennials, the ordinary single-player slot machine is
about as exciting as watching grass grow in the front yard, while seated in a
comfortable old rocking chair. The generation which grew up on high-adrenaline
video games, mobile downloads and numerous social media platforms,
are totally turned off by the solitary and passive nature of traditional slot
machines, where you simply push a button and hope for the best.
Game industry experts understand this, and that’s what has prompted them to
push for faster and richer development of gaming entertainment which would
align more with the millennial point of view. According to Vice President of
Harrah’s Resort SoCal, Radley Medina, “Young people who grew up playing video
games like to socialise, they very much like interactivity and innovation, and
they want something that uses some skill. This stokes your natural competitive
side, and encourages people to bring people with you to play. It’s not like just
sitting there hitting one button.”
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New Innovations in the Realm of Video Game Slots
In the view of David G Schwartz, director of the Center for Gaming Research at
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, “Slots play has kind of been slowing down
nationally. It’s not advancing as fast as table play. Today, anybody who has the
disposable income to play a slot machine, has something in their pocket that is
way more entertaining than that slot machine.”
It’s this kind of anxiety about millennials’ generational indifference to slot
machines which is causing manufacturers to scramble, and test more social
and interactive games for the casino floor. It’s not that slot machines haven’t
evolved, and in fact some of today’s machines are already highly sophisticated,
playing more like video games you might find in arcade rides, rocking and
shaking you like you’re on a rollercoaster.
Many casinos even offer machines with the most modern technology like
escalating jackpots, curved touchscreens, and in some cases, video clips from
favourite TV shows. But the one thing which experts say is still lacking from all
these advanced games is the inclusion of skill-based tasks which allow players
to compete against each other, as opposed to being solely pitted against the
house.
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Some game manufacturers suggest that in the near future, players will be able
to track their progress, as well as the progress of their competition, right on
their cell phones. It’s even possible that casino floors may install jumbo leader
boards which display the top competitors currently leading the pack in various
games of skill.
These skill games don’t even have to be based on widely-known stories or
themes, but can simply incorporate fairly basic storytelling elements. One
good example is Bally’s slot game Cash Wizard, which has the look and feel of a
children’s book. New players are engaged by the characters and settings, with
Cash Wizard being the protagonist, and his wife and children also participating
in the storyline.
Beyond storytelling, the element of Complexity is also added, so as to increase
interest and make it seem more like a traditional videogame. According to
Natasha Dow Schull, “The gambling experience has evolved in step with
technological innovation. Once a relatively straightforward operation in which
players bet a set amount on the outcome of a single payline, today machine
gambling begins with a choice among games whose permutation of odds,
stakes, size and special effects are seemingly endless.”
The simple displays of the past have long since been eclipsed by the complex
representations of modern game slots, which have become true technological
marvels. Slot game developers of today realize that in order to entice new
players and retain current players, they must immerse players in an entirely
different world, in the same way that a video game would for an ordinary
gamer.

Escaping the Confines of Vegas and Land-Based
Predecessors
In March 2017, Nevada’s gaming industry achieved a major milestone, one which
may provide a glimpse into the future of casino gambling all around the world.
At Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada, the very first skillbased slot made machines were installed for the entertainment of slot machine
aficionados.
Since land-based casino games have not enjoyed the resounding success
that online slots have recently experienced, both machine manufacturers and
casino managers are extremely interested in providing a new experience to slot
gamers in the hopes that significant growth will result.
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Revenues from slot gaming in Nevada have been extremely sluggish since 2007,
right before the nationwide recession occurred. Post-recession play has lagged
behind revenues from tables and other games, and while all forms of gaming
are still fairly profitable, those profits are well off the mark from pre-recession
times.
There seem to be two schools of thought among industry gaming experts,
regarding the future involvement of millennials, which all are unanimous in
considering crucial to the survival and growth of slots gaming. On the one hand,
some experts believe that today’s millennials will naturally mature and become
more accepting of traditional slots because their attitudes and perspectives
will change. The other school of thought holds that casinos need to make an
all-out effort to provide millennials with more engaging and more exciting slots
which literally take them into new worlds, and an immersive experience much
like a video game.
This means that skill-based games would have to be employed as a means
of attracting millennials who are used to the rich diversity and complexity of
gaming worlds. Ideally, these skill-based games would incorporate the same
opportunity to win prizes with the challenge of today’s skill-based video games,
as well as the playability of modern social games.
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As mentioned previously, the first wave of skill-based games has already
debuted in some casinos around the country. At Caesar’s Entertainments’
Atlantic City properties, Danger Arena premiered in October 2016, and at
Caesar’s in Las Vegas, Cannonbeard’s Treasure and Gamblit Poker was rolled out
early this year.
There is of course, one drawback to these dynamic new games which are
thought to have tremendous millennial appeal – the social factor. Whereas part
of the appeal of playing one of these skill-based games is to compete against
others in an exotic setting, it also means in some cases that you can’t begin
play until you have other players online with you, who are also ready to play.
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The Game Chooses
the Player
Immerse Yourself in the World of Online Slots
Types of Games
A good place to start when you’re trying to find the right slot game for yourself
is by taking a look at the various categories of slot machines currently being
played. Like anything else, categories can be based on a number of different
factors, and one of the primary means of differentiating types of games is by
their input denomination. Some machines accept only pennies, others accept
only dollars, and a great many machines accept multiple denominations like
pennies, nickels, quarters, dollars, and high-limit dollars.
Another way of differentiating between types of games is by the number of
reels which are displayed as the game is being played. The spinning symbols
that you see on the face are what’s known as the reels, and while they used to
be large metal hoops that spun around inside the machine mechanically, they
are now almost entirely video screens which show flashing numbers or symbols.
The most popular old-style slot machines had three reels, but more recent
games are equipped with five reels, allowing for higher jackpots, and of course
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correspondingly lower chances of winning. More recently, six and seven reel
games have been developed to further increase the level of complexity, and
presumably the level of interest from players.
The kind of game is another way of categorizing slot machines, and these can
include everything from the classic slots of the 19th century, right on up to the
3-D and interactive skill-based games of today. Most slot game enthusiasts
break these game types down into one of the following: classic slots, video
slots, fruit machines, Pokies, 3-D slots, and AWP slots (Amusement with Prizes).
A more formalised way of categorizing slot games is by their Class II and Class
III designations, which by and large, tend to refer to the location where they’re
installed. Class II games are generally found in some of the smaller venues, for
instance in states which only allow casinos operated by Native American tribes,
and which tend to be less well patronised. Class III machines on the other hand,
are actually referred to as ‘Vegas-style’ slot machines, because they are most
often found in the bigger gambling casino houses such as in Las Vegas, Reno,
and Atlantic City. There is one other distinction associated with Class II and
Class III machines, with the former operating more like bingo games, where
players compete against each other to win a jackpot, and the latter being more
like standalone games, with each spin being an independent event that has an
outcome for that player only.
A long time ago, all slot machines had a ceiling payout which could never be
exceeded, and these were referred to as ‘flat-top machines’. That maximum
payout was always a lower prize amount than some of the progressive
machines of today, but on the other hand, the chances of winning on a flattop machine were considerably better than they are on a modern progressive
slot machine. Progressive machines can have jackpots which increase over
time and are generally very large, approaching the amounts typically won
in lottery prizes. The way these jackpots are built up is by having a small
amount subtracted from every game played and pooled into the jackpot, which
continues to grow until someone actually wins the entire prize, at which point
it starts over. Some of these progressive machines are linked together in a local
area network with other machines in the same casino. Extending the concept,
wide-area network machines can be linked across states to generate massive
jackpots to entice even more players. It is not uncommon for such jackpots to
achieve an amount of 20 or $30 million for a payout.
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One of the most common ways to differentiate between slot games today
is by their online or land-based designation. Land-based slot machines are
those found in the big resort casinos, being physical machines which you can
operate by inputting money and pushing the buttons. Online slot machines are
visual games only, which typically have higher payouts than their land-based
cousins, simply because there is much less overhead associated with an online
slot game website. If there’s a drawback to playing online, it’s that you don’t
immediately receive a payout when you win a prize, but you instead get a credit
to your account, which you can withdraw at your discretion.
One last way to differentiate between slot game types is by their paylines.
Paylines are the grouping of symbols you would see across the screen, and on
old machines this would usually have been three symbols side-by-side. When
you had three matching symbols, that usually meant you won a prize of some
type. Some of the newer slot machine games have five-reel paylines, which
means of course, that their patterns are much more complicated, but it also
means that a player’s chances of winning are better with each spin. There are
even some machines now which have 25 paylines, and fortunately you don’t
have to figure out whether or not you’ve won – the machine will tell you.
Some of the newest machines are called ‘243-ways’ machines, and these
eliminate the concept of paylines completely. When any combination of
winning symbols appears from left to right across the screen in the correct
order, you’re a winner and the machine pays out. Most slot machines today also
include bonus features and special wildcard symbols, all of which have various
functions that increase your chances of winning, and maintain your interest in
the game itself.
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Consider Your
Personal Playing Style
Before you adopt
a personal playing
style, you need to be
aware of what the
‘house advantage’
is wherever you are
playing. The house
advantage is the
amount or percentage subtracted from every bet made by every player in the
casino, which of course ensures that the house never loses, even when you win.
Many casinos advertise this percentage as a means of attracting more players.
For instance, by announcing that 99% of all gambling revenues are returned
to winners, it would seem that the house earns very little money, and players
get the lion’s share. In truth though, that percentage subtracted from every bet
amounts to a considerable pile of revenue over the course of a day, a week, and
a month.
If the only kind of casino games you play are the slot machines, you don’t
honestly have a lot of leeway for adopting a personal style that will lead
to greater winnings, but you can still adopt a style of play which at least
maximizes your chances of coming out on top more frequently. Basically,
you have the option of employing a fixed bet approach or a progressive bet
approach. Just like it sounds, the fixed bet approach calls for making the same
bet all the time over the entire course of your gaming session. By contrast, the
progressive approach calls for determining your bet based on whether you are
currently winning or losing, which in theory allows you to maximise winnings
and minimise losses.
Perhaps the most important element of your playing style should be to settle
on a firm amount of money that you can afford to lose before you even set foot
in the casino. While this may sound like a sceptical approach, it’s actually a
sound way of avoiding the disaster which might befall your household budget
if you were to walk into the casino with no clear ceiling in mind. In tandem with
this firm betting threshold, adopt an iron-clad rule that says you will not access
any sources of money other than what you brought in your pocket.
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Establish a Betting Strategy
There are two basic strategies which you can adopt when gaming, and these
are offline strategies and online strategies. If the majority of your slot machine
play is offline, you can choose from the ‘one-play strategy’ or the ‘standard
deviation strategy’ to maximise your chances of winning.
The one-play strategy is not only one of the simplest strategies for slot
machines, but it’s also been proven to be one of the most effective. As you
might guess from its name, the one-play strategy calls for you to play a slot
machine one time only, betting the highest amount the game will allow. If you
happen to win on that single play, you play again, and if not, then you move on
to another machine. Obviously, this depends on sheer luck, but as gambling
goes, it does give you a tiny percentage in your favour, and it prevents you
from being planted at the same machine for hours, and being mesmerised into
escalating losses.
The standard deviation strategy is based on an advanced mathematical
equation which calculates the optimal chances for winning on a given machine.
If you have a good store of patience and concentration, as well as a respectable
bankroll to survive temporary setbacks, your chances of winning are fairly good.
Here’s how the standard deviation is calculated:
• Locate an equal pay machine – an ‘equal pay’ machine is one which receives
an amount relative to the number of coins you bet. As an example, you
might receive 40 coins for a four-coin bet, or 20 coins for a two-coin bet.
• Determine the standard number of spins – this step calls for all the patience
(and sometimes, money) you can muster, because it requires winning once
and then continuing play until you win again, while counting the number of
spins in between
• Calculate the average number of spins – once you know the number of spins
in between wins, and you have a sample size of at least 10 iterations (that’s
10 wins), you’ll be able to calculate the average number of spins in between
wins.
• Use this standard deviation at a high payout machine - you can then take
this knowledge with you to a high payout machine, and try to break the
bank.
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Online strategies call for a different approach altogether. One of the main
things to remember about online strategies is that it makes much more sense
to avoid the progressive jackpot games, and stick to a fixed maximum payout
strategy. The reason for this is that in order to generate those whopping
progressive jackpots, a huge number of online players must be linked into the
game, and that means your chances of winning plummet into obscurity. It may
not be nearly as sexy or as lucrative to win a fixed payout prize, but you’ll have
a much better chance of winning something, and it’ll be a little easier for you to
stay profitable.
Another strategy you should consider is to choose those games which have the
smallest jackpots, even though that might sound self-defeating or counterproductive. Statistically however, your best chances of winning in the short
term are on those games which feature the lowest jackpots, and in fact, the
lower the jackpot, the better your chances of winning a prize are.
One other good tip to be aware of as you make your slot game selection at the
casino is to avoid video reels entirely. These slot machines may look like a lot
more fun, and may have a great deal more visual appeal, but the reality of the
situation is that they return significantly less than do normal machines. That
lower return often hovers around 5% less, and in the world of slots gaming,
that’s a huge figure.
It might seem like there’s no rhyme or reason for these lower returns, but like
everything else in a casino, the rationale is based on money. Because the fancy
videos and colourful displays which you see take longer to present, that means
players are not inputting money as frequently, and that represents potentially
lost income to the house.
Therefore, the house covers
that potential loss by
increasing its own share,
which gets subtracted from
every play.
The bottom line is – stick
to the classic slot machines
in order to have the best
chance of winning more
money.
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The Advent of Serverbased Slots
How Players Have Evolved Alongside the Game
As slot machine games have evolved over the course of more than a century
of devoted play from fans around the globe, so have those players and their
interests changed, right alongside the games themselves. Casinos are now going
to great lengths to kindle the interest of the youngest demographic of slot
machine players, as well as to retain the interest of older players who have a far
different perspective than do their millennial counterparts.
The question is – how to serve both ends of the generational spectrum, while
also appealing to those in between. Even this seemingly insurmountable
problem has an answer though – server-based slot machines. Many casinos
like the Aria in Las Vegas have already invested heavily in server-based slot
machines, because their gaming themes can easily be changed during the
course of a day to accommodate much different demographics of players.
After having gathered statistics and analysed the type of players who patronise
an establishment at various times throughout the day, the most appealing kinds
of games can be presented on machines to appeal to whichever groups happen
to be in-house at the time. Without a doubt, this is a much more economical and
advantageous approach to attempting to cash in on every demographic of players.
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Another way this makes great business sense is that, unlike old-style slots
which have fixed displays and cannot be changed without considerable
investment, server-based slot machines can be re-programmed in a matter of
minutes and be ready for play. This also can extend the life of a machine, unlike
a fixed slot machine which can be rendered virtually useless when the type of
game it offers becomes unpopular. Summed up by Eric Tom from international
Game Technology (IGT), the strategy amounts to this: “We can better match
desired games and experiences with player interest.”
A good example of how this approach can be put into practice is at Bally’s,
where a Michael Jackson slot machine has the King of Pop moon-walking his
way across the screen and singing some of his hits to keep his fans interested
and gambling. One of the most popular themed games at Resorts World is the
Sex and the City game, in which bonus rounds trigger video clips from the HBO
TV show to the delight of players.
Not to be outdone, IGT has developed a game based on the Breakfast at
Tiffany’s theme to appeal to the all-important 40 - 60 female demographic, and
encourage longer sessions of play.
However, even this adaptive strategy has yet to be effective enough to draw
the level of interest from millennials which casinos require, to replace aging
players who walk away from the game for whatever reason. Casino managers
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understand that while people under 45 do come to the big gaming cities
in droves, they are most often there to go to nightclubs, see high profile
entertainment, go shopping in the hotels and stores, and enjoy poolside
relaxation. But for the most part, they don’t come to gamble, at least not in the
numbers they used to.
One of the problems is that it’s very difficult for casinos to compete with
the tremendous variety and quality of other entertainments available to the
younger generation of gamers. Some of the most recently developed games
have attempted to bridge this gap by providing skill-based play to slot machine
gamers, which also are linked to the play of others, so that the same kind of
gaming experience can be enjoyed, as if you were at your console at home.
These kinds of games are too new to be assessed for their impact, and their
ability to attract younger players, but the need to attract this demographic is
so important that many gaming organizations and manufacturers are investing
heavily, in the hopes they will be successful.
Despite the evolution of the player in correlation with that of the slot machine
experience, there is a fundamental principle at the core of the gaming
experience which has remained true since the very first pull of the handle on
Charles Fey’s Liberty Bell slot machine way back in the 1890’s. In order to keep
gamblers playing, this principle is literally programmed into all machines, at all
casinos, everywhere in the world.
It’s known as the Skinner Box, and it refers to a famous experiment conducted
by psychologist B.F. Skinner in the
1960’s. Skinner placed pigeons in
a box, and issued a single pellet
of food to them as a reward for
pressing a certain lever. In the
next iteration, he only gave them
a food pellet on random presses
rather than allowing them to
win on the same lever all the
time. This introduced a random
effect which he called a ‘variable
ratio enforcement’, and which
he personally later referred to
as being very much like a slot
machine.
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The underlying principle of the Skinner Box is that it blends tension and
release. When too little reward was provided, the pigeons became frustrated
and stopped trying, and when too much reward was provided, the pigeons
lost interest and wouldn’t press the lever as often. Adhering to the principles
discovered by B.F. Skinner, casinos make a point of not delivering too much
reward to players so they don’t lose interest and stop playing, but on the other
hand, they make sure not to deliver too little reward, so that they maintain
players’ interest.
It is highly doubtful whether the modern-day slot machine player ever has the
notion of himself being a pigeon in a box, anxiously expecting a delicious food
pellet, and yet – this single psychological principle provides the underlying
foundation for all casino play, from the simplest to the most advanced slot
machine game anywhere.
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6

Sound Strategy vs.
No Strategy
How to Play Online Slot Machines
In this discussion of slot machine strategy, some legitimate recommendations
will be made to help you win more often and to enjoy playing a lot more. Some
other pseudo-strategies will be debunked in the process, so that you have a
clear understanding of the difference between them and genuine, workable
strategies.
The first thing to know about slot machines is the manner in which winners are
determined. The key component in choosing winners is the random number
generator (RNG), which generates a constant supply of numbers with no rhyme
or reason. These numbers determine when each reel is to be stopped after
you’ve made a spin on the reels. Every single spin you make is a completely
independent event, which has absolutely no bearing on the previous spin.
One thing to keep in mind about the random number generators is that they are
programmed such that the casino will always have a tremendous advantage over
the individual player. That doesn’t mean that you can’t win in the short term,
but it does mean that if you keep playing long enough, the house will eventually
beat you.
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A number of strategies have been touted by various people and picked up on
the Internet as being legitimate, but most of these strategies fall apart on close
examination. One such strategy is known as the ‘zigzag system’, which holds
that you can determine a pattern among various machines by looking at them
and identifying a V shape or an X shape on the screen that indicates a machine
is about to pay off. The truth is that all the symbols on the screen are merely for
show, and no machine is ever in the state of ‘being ready’ to pay out, because
every single spin is independent of every other spin.
Another supposed strategy centers around a money management system, which
sets forth the idea that you must establish goals for winning and limits for
losing, with the latter being triggered when machines are running cold, and the
former after you’ve won a significant amount and should walk away. The hole in
this theory is that, as stated above, machines never get hot or cold, because of
the completely independent nature of each spin.
One gaming author steadfastly claims that his ‘straight 60 strategy’ has been
a consistent winner for him, and this involves walking away from a machine
when you’ve won or lost 60% of your bankroll. The second part of this strategy
dictates that you walk away from any machine after you’ve experienced nine
naked pulls, with naked pulls being those on which you win absolutely no
money. As an example of the strategy at work, let’s assume that you start out
with a bankroll of $50. With this money, you should play until one of three
things happens: you lose $30, you win $30, or you lose on nine consecutive
spins. As strategies go, it may help to limit your losses, but it has no chance of
helping you win more money, because it does absolutely nothing to increase
the odds in your favour.
The same author suggests another strategy called the ‘play and run system’,
which means that you never spend more than 5 or 10 minutes at the same slot
machine game before running away with your winnings. And once again, if you
should experience nine consecutive pulls with no winnings, you also walk away.
After having considered a few of the strategies that will not help your chances
of winning, let’s take a look at some strategies which may be somewhat
beneficial. These tips are based on how slot machines actually work, so they’re
on solid ground with improving your chances.
• Play for fun – accept the fact that the house has a predetermined advantage
over you as a player which you cannot beat. You’ll enjoy playing a lot
more if you go into each gambling session with this understanding, while
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acknowledging the fact that you’re probably going to lose, and you should
just enjoy the session while you’re losing.
• Join a slots club – most casinos offer loyalty programs, with rewards and
discounts for regular patrons. You’re generally issued a plastic card which
can be inserted into a slot machine, and which allows the house to track
your level of play. In return, they give you a small credit in the form of a
rebate or discount on entertainment or food. If you’ve ever heard the myth
that slot machines pay out better when your loyalty card is inserted, you can
completely discard that notion, because it has nothing to do with the actual
determiner of winners - which is the random number generator.
• Avoid the progressives – a great many people are fascinated by the chance
to win enormous amounts of money, but the truth is that your chances of
winning one of these big jackpots is minuscule, so unless you have money to
burn, play games with lower jackpots if you want a better chance to win.
• Don’t take money you can’t afford to lose – if you take the rent money with
you to the casino, it’s most likely gone, and if you take your kids’ college
savings to the casino, your kids will be applying soon for college loans. It’s
that simple.
• Try video poker – these games are very similar to slot machines, but they
actually have slightly better payouts, and they also give you some small
opportunity to use real strategy in your games. For instance, in a five-card
draw poker game, you determine how many cards to draw, and what kind of
high hand to try and draw to.
• Slow down – while you’re playing, it’s good to keep in mind that the more
spins you make, the greater the advantage becomes for the casino, because
the built in-house advantage becomes more statistically likely. By slowing
down, you’ll at least stretch out your bankroll over a longer period of time.
• Don’t do airport slots – these are always the lowest paying slot machine
games in any city, so you’re much better off just waiting until you get to
the actual casino, where at least you’re only up against the pre-set house
advantage.
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How does a typical slot game work?
There are lots of misunderstandings about how video slot games work, and in
fact there may be more misconceptions about them than any other games you
find at the casino. This being the case, it’s worth taking a few minutes to try and
understand how a typical slot game actually does work.
First and foremost, all slot machines including video slots are strictly games of
chance, and there’s absolutely nothing you can do as a player that will affect the
outcome. The computer programs which govern play have been programmed by
the house to ensure that in the long run they simply cannot lose, although on
any given spin, you as a player can still win an individual payout. Whenever you
press the spin button on a slot machine, and the reels begin flashing before you,
nothing which happens on the reels has any effect on the outcome – the minute
you pressed the button, that outcome was already determined. All the flashing,
the lights, the sounds are just for show, and you either won or lost in the second
that you pressed the spin button.
Video slots generally have somewhere between 20 and 100 symbols which
appear on each of the virtual reels, with the higher-paying symbols being far less
prevalent than the lower paying symbols. As an example, a video game which has
40 stops per reel will generally have a jackpot symbol that occurs once per reel,
and in this scenario, your odds of winning are approximately one in 100 million.
Of course, you have the option to play multiple lines simultaneously, so for
example, if you played 20 lines at the same time, your chances of winning would
increase to one in about 5 million. These payout formulas have been devised
over a long period of time by mathematical testing employed by slot machine
manufacturers, in tandem with input from casino managers.
Every spin you make on a slot machine game has exactly the same chance of
winning as the previous one or the next one, and no single spin has anything to
do with any other spin. That means that theoretically you could even win on the
same machine on consecutive spins, although the odds against it are literally
astronomical. It also means that it makes no difference whether you’re playing
a machine which just had a big payout, or whether you’re playing a machine
which hasn’t had a winner the whole month.
This should make it clear that there is literally no strategy on earth which will
help you beat slot machines. Because winning and losing is entirely governed
by the random number generator inside each machine, there is absolutely no
way to predict a winner, and there’s absolutely no way to beat the machine. If
you understand all this, you’ll enjoy each gambling session a lot more.
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7

How not to Play

Techniques and Tricks to Avoid
Many slot machine players feel that betting max credits on every spin is the
very best approach at the casino, and the one which will net them the most
winnings. On most machines, the max credit bet will be either $4 or $5 on each
individual spin, and obviously it won’t take long for you to lose your shirt, if you
stack up a number of non-winning spins at that rate. A better approach would
be to bet smaller amounts on each spin, because even though it won’t improve
your chances of winning, it will definitely conserve your bankroll for a longer
period of time.
If you’re looking to find a machine that’s hot or cold, you’ll be wasting your
time, and probably adding to frustration level as well. If you’ve understood the
principles referenced elsewhere in this document, you already know that no
spin is affected by any other spin you can make, which means that no number
of spins makes a machine any more ready to pay out, or any less ready to pay
out. It’s all strictly governed by the random number generator internally, so
being hot or cold is strictly a perception of the player, and has nothing to do
with a machine’s readiness to pay out.
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One temptation to avoid is getting greedy after a big win. You’ve probably heard
the old expression that goes something like this, “Now that I had this big win,
I’m playing with house money, so I can afford to keep playing and try to go for
the really big money.” Knowing how the odds are stacked against you, and how
the house will win every single time in the long run, you should see the fallacy
in this thinking, and you should instead just be happy with whatever jackpot
you’ve won, and cash out. That’s not to say that it’s impossible for you to use
that first big win to hit even bigger, but you have to keep in mind that the odds
are against it, and the likelihood is that you’re going to be giving that ‘house
money’ back to the house.
It’s never a good idea to get desperate when you’re in the midst of a losing
streak on slot machines. This might be a time when you’ve had a particularly
bad evening at the casino, with pull after pull coming up empty – and then you
decide that in order to have a chance of getting even, you need to increase the
size of your bets. This desperation strategy is no more likely to end happily than
all the previous pulls you made without winning, and in fact, about all that it will
accomplish is making the entire session much less enjoyable. It’s much better to
keep your emotions in check and stay on an even keel, because the likelihood
is that adding an element of desperation is only going to magnify the evening
into one of epic loss. Walk into the casino with a clear idea of how much you can
afford to lose, and walk out of the casino once you’ve lost that amount.
Another approach that probably won’t give you much satisfaction as a slot
machine player is gambling on a very low budget, for instance something in the
neighbourhood of $50 or perhaps even $20. If you walk into the casino with the
idea that everything rides on you having an early win to keep the session going,
you should understand that this is rarely going to work out well. In most cases,
a small bankroll will last no more than half an hour in the casino, and that $20
could probably have been better spent on something else you need more. The
allure of slot machines is such that there is always that chance that you could
hit a fairly big winner right off the bat, but if you walk into the casino with a
light bankroll, be aware that in the vast majority of cases, you’ll be walking out
again very soon – and a little lighter.
An even worse way to gamble is to play the slot machines when you literally
can’t afford to lose. If you’re playing with money that was earmarked for the
household budget or any other expense that you simply have to pay, taking
that money into the casino is the worst thing you can do. This should be a hard
and fast rule for all slot machine players – if you can’t afford to lose it, you
can’t afford to play.
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8

How NetEnt and
Others are Appealing
to New Players
What NetEnt Slots are all About
If you’re a player who loves the online environment, you will undoubtedly have
come across at least a few games offered by online game manufacturer NetEnt,
which is short for Net Entertainment. Net Entertainment is a game developer
based in Sweden, and since 1996 their influence in the area of online casino
games has been steadily rising, to the point where more than 600 employees
are now needed to satisfy the global demand for their appealing online games.
The games marketed by NetEnt include pokies, table games, scratch games,
and fun games, and they are pretty generally characterized by consistently
high-quality graphics, with well-devised themes, intuitive user interfaces, and
polished gameplay. Some of their pokies, such as Jack and the Beanstalk, Dead
or Alive, Creature from the Black Lagoon, and Starburst have become the most
played casino games on the Internet.
Of added appeal to online slot machine players is the fact that the return
percentage is routinely in the neighbourhood of 96% to 99%, which means your
chances of winning are better than in many other games. One of the NetEnt’s
most popular game products is Net Live Roulette, which is targeted for the
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mobile platform, and has an easy-to-use interface which is presented to gamers
in either landscape or portrait mode. What better way for roulette lovers to
take the game with them anywhere they happen to be, and enjoy a few spins
for casual entertainment?
Blackjack lovers will really appreciate the NetEnt version of their classic card
game, being offered with various betting limits, and with the potential for
linking in other players in any given game, for greater payouts. To help players
who aren’t statistically oriented, NetEnt Live Blackjack even provides table
statistics, and an on-screen history of the dealer’s last 10 hands, so that better
decision-making can be made by each player.
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Despite the general knowledge that your odds of winning a pooled jackpot
aren’t really very good, pooled jackpot games are still among the most popular
games played either in brick-and-mortar casinos or online. Some of the NetEnt
offerings which have pooled jackpots are Mega Fortune, Arabian Nights, and
Hall of Gods, and some of the payouts for these pooled jackpots have reached
into the millions, even on mobile platforms.
NetEnt also offers a number of branded casino games which marry iconic
brands like well-known movie titles with innovative games to create some
of the most appealing forms of online slot game play in the entertainment
industry. If you’re hard rock fan, you might enjoy NetEnt’s
Guns n Roses, Motorhead Video Slot, or Jimi Hendrix Online Slot. Movie fans
will no doubt be doubly entertained by the gameplay provided in such NetEnt
classics as Dracula, The invisible Man, Scarface, Frankenstein, and Creature from
the Black Lagoon.
The point of this discussion of online games made and marketed by NetEnt is
not to be a promotion for the catalogue of their slot games, but to use them
as perhaps one of today’s best examples of the kind of online gaming which
is now available to capture the imagination of players all over the globe. For
all those gambling lovers who cannot easily travel to the big gaming cities for
casino play, online slot games fill a huge void, and provide a highly entertaining
and satisfying experience. As can be seen by the fact of NetEnt’s enormous
success in producing games specifically tailored to the desires of gamers
everywhere, the appeal of online gaming continues to grow and grow.
Whether you prefer the classic slot games, or more modern theme-based slots
that appeal to your personal favourites, game developers like NetEnt are racing
to supply the demand for online gaming. Here is a synopsis of some of the
most popular games from NetEnt, all of which feature the kind of exciting game
play and cutting-edge technology that video game players have come to expect
from the best of skill-based games on the market today.
Gonzo’s Quest
Gonzo’s Quest was NetEnt’s very first platinum video slot game, and it’s based
on an actual historical figure, Gonzalo Pizzaro. At the beginning, Gonzo sets out
on a quest for gold, then encourages the player to do the same. Rather than
using the old-style reel spin, this game introduces new technology featuring the
Avalanche Spin, where the symbols just fall into place on the reels. Any winning
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bet line disappears into a thrilling 3-D explosion, and the game also offers
extended play and free-fall features to guarantee heart-stopping fascination on
the part of the player.

Jack and the Beanstalk
This is a 3-D video slot game which tells the classic tale of a boy on a quest
for riches. It’s literally loaded with new technology, including the Free Spins
Treasure Collection, 5 reels, 20-bet lines, and the Walking Wilds, which can
appear at any time during the main game or during Free Spins, and which carry
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a triple multiplier when they appear. This game will have you so immersed in
the quest to win video treasures that you may forget it’s a slot game.
South Park
Based on the long-running very
popular animated TV series for
adults, South Park is a platinum
video slot game which is loaded
with equal measures of exciting
gaming and typically irreverent
South Park humour. It has 25 fixed
bet lines on 5 separate reels, with
a ton of special features such as
Wilds, Free Spins, Sticky Wilds,
Bonus Games, and Mini-Features.
Jimi Hendrix
Fans of legendary
rock guitarist Jimi
Hendrix will love
this video slot,
especially since it
includes the music
he created during
one of the most
exciting periods
in popular music
history. It features 20-bet lines on 5 reels, with Re-Spins, Wild Substitutions,
Wild Transformation, and a Pick-and-Click feature which allows you to win free
spins or coins. A psychedelic experience is in store for all players in the Jimi
Hendrix video slot, with special Crosstown Traffic Free Spins, Purple Haze Free
Spins, and Little Wing Free Spins. The psychedelic era lives again in this thrilling
video slot game.
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Conclusion
Summing it all up
This examination of slot machine gaming, both land-based and online, should
leave you with a few firm ideas about what gaming is all about – where it’s
been, where it is now, and where it’s going. When you look back at the long
history of slot machines, it’s pretty easy to see that despite enormous cultural
changes which have swept across the globe, the appeal of slot machine gaming
has remained fairly constant, ever since that first pull of Charles Fey’s Liberty
Bell machine, about 125 years ago.
One of the most important takeaways from this discussion should be an
understanding of how slot machines actually work, with winners being
determined by an internal random number generator that is always, always,
always programmed in favour of the house. No casino on earth is in business
to lose money and every one of them is guaranteed to win over the long run,
because that’s how all slot machines are setup in the first place. Because every
single spin on a slot machine is 100% independent of the previous spin as well
as the next spin, there is no such thing as a consistent winning strategy which
can be adopted to ensure long-term success. Machines will continue to pay out
according to the dictates of the random number generator inside, regardless of
how recently it paid out previously.
Furthermore, the guiding psychological principle which is used in programming
the random number generator for house advantage, is based on a discovery
made by the psychologist B.F. Skinner, more than a half-century ago, and which
bears his name, the ‘Skinner Box’. By providing a food reward to pigeons in a
box which pulled a specific lever, Skinner realised that he could randomize the
rewards and influence their behaviour, rather than always rewarding them for
choosing a specific lever. When random rewards were given, too few caused
the pigeons to lose interest and give up, while too many made them more
indifferent and less interested in acquiring the reward. While all slot machines
are governed by their internal random number generators, the generators
themselves are pre-programmed to pay out often enough to keep players
coming back, but not often enough that players can keep winning and walk
away satisfied – and richer.
The evolution of slot machines themselves over the years has been such
that ever more sophisticated play has been made possible, and that the
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entertainment value offered has steadily increased to compete with other forms
of entertainment which are available. More reels have been added on from the
original three, more paylines have been offered since the lone payline on the first
machines, and ultimately all reels have become virtual reels instead of physical
rotating metal objects. Bonus features have been incorporated, and betting limits
have been broadened to appeal to every kind of budget. Slot machines have
also added appealing sounds, sights, and game themes, like movies, popular TV
shows, and pop culture icons, so as to appeal to all demographics.
Online gaming is available everywhere in the world now, wherever Internet
access is also available, and although the once extraordinarily popular online
poker is only legal in three states at present, other casino games are readily
accessible online to the avid slot machine player. This has been a tremendous
boon to those who are unable to travel to the major cities which offer legalised
gambling, but at the same time, it has probably also siphoned away some
business from gambling meccas such as Atlantic City, Reno, and Las Vegas.
Slot machine play and casino games now - and likely in the future - may be
at a crossroads in attracting new players to replace the aging demographic of
seniors who are leaving the games. In order to attract younger players, game
manufacturers are attempting to make some casino games more akin to video
games, which offer fantastic graphics, skill-based win scenarios, multipleplayer capability, and a truly immersive experience for each player. While there
are indications that this approach is bringing in a number of younger players, it
cannot yet be said to be anywhere close to having achieved its objective, which
is to pull in millennial players en masse.
Makers of online slot games continue to make every effort to capture the
interest of the younger set, including the offering of games for mobile devices
and for progressive jackpots which have payouts very similar to lottery prizes,
but the future of slot machine gaming is still anything but certain. There are
a great many more kinds of entertainment available today than there were
back in 1895, and all of these are competing for the interest of the newest
generations of potential players. This will undoubtedly motivate game
manufacturers to create even more exciting slot machine games in the future,
and whether or not the popularity of these games grows or even remains
steady, it bodes well for the fan of slot machine games.
While the time of classic games has long since faded into history, for the
devoted fans of slot machine gaming, there just might be a Golden Age ahead.
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